Norwich Rink Game Clock Operating Instructions (All Sport 5000 Series)
Hockey Games

1) Start a new game: Press the MENU KEY 2 times (black key to the right of the number keys) you will see this question appear on the LCD screen “Start a new game?” Hit the “ENTER/*/YES”
KEY.
2) Set warm-up time: Press SET MAIN CLOCK KEY and enter time for a 3:00:00 minute warm-up
then press “ENTER/*/YES” KEY. Start the clock once both teams are on the ice warming up.
3) Set period minutes: At the end of the warm up press the SET MAIN CLOCK KEY and enter
period time (ie 12:00:00, 15:00:00, etc), then press “ENTER/*/YES” KEY.
4) The clock start and stop is controlled by buttons on the far right. The Horn will automatically
sound when the time runs out for the end of the period.
a. For Cross ice games, you will need to stop the clock and press the horn button after
every 2 minutes of play so the players can change. Then when they are ready to play
again hit the start button to re-start the clock.
5) To change the period- press the Period +1 key located to the left of the Red keys.
6)

To enter a score- press Score +1 key (Green for Home; Red for guest).

7) To enter a penalty- Press the Player Penalty button (either Green for home or Red for guest).
Enter the player number and the length of time of the penalty and press enter. Note, the clock
can handle multiple penalties (more than just the two that will be displayed on the clock) for a
single team.
a. If you need to delete a penalty- press the delete penalty button (either Green for home
or Red for guest). If more then one penalty is on the board for a certain team and you
need to delete one of the penalties, the penalties are numbered 1, 2. The LCD screen
will ask you a question as to which penalty you want to delete. Just follow the prompt
and delete the one you wish to delete.
b. NOTE: if a penalty is carried over to the next period, the LCD screen will prompt you
with a question if you want to adjust the penalty. Press the CLEAR/NO KEY.
8) To return to Time of Day (TOD) at the end of the game, press main menu/push the up arrow and
it will ask if you want to change to TOD; enter yes and the number 1 enter and then the number
2 enter and that should display the TOD on the board.
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